
Snow Packet Directions 

1.  For days 1-5 complete the animatronics packet, plus the five questions. 

2.  For day 6 complete the simple machine worksheet. 

3.  For day 7 complete experiment number 1. 

4.  For day 8 complete experiment number 2. 

5.  For day 9 complete experiment number 3. 

6.  For day 10 complete experiment number 4. 

Any questions feel free to email me via livegrades.   Hard copies of each packet are located 

at the middle school. 
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Name:               Date:     
 

Fill out the chart based on the information from this website:    http://www.mos.org/sln/Leonardo/InventorsToolbox.html 
   

Type of  

Machine / Element 
Description / How it works 

Wheel and axle  
Pulley System  

Wedge  
Screw  
Lever  
Gears  

Bevel Gear  
Worm Gear  

http://www.mos.org/sln/Leonardo/InventorsToolbox.html
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Rack and Pinion  
Cam  

Crank and Rod  
Chain and Belt  

Ratchet  
 

 

Click on gadget anatomy (bottom of page)  take test, online and also write answers here: 
 

Hand Powered Drill  
Wing-Handle Corkscrew  

Scissor Style Jack  
 



Water Bottle 
Flipping



Water Bottle Flipping is a fad. Students all over the world 
have flipped their water bottles. 

There are several techniques for flipping the bottles. One way is 
to flip the bottle and have it land on the bottles’ bottom.  Another 
more challenging way, is to flip the bottle and have it land on its 
top. 

There are several variables that come into play when trying to 
successfully land a water bottle. Through investigations and 
experiments your students will plan, test, and collect data to 
determine the most successful flipping technique. 

Students will explore with measurement (milliliters), density, and 
force and motion while experimenting with their bottle flips. 
Students will experiment with different types of bottles and with 
different forms of matter in their bottles.    

Each experiment can be done two different ways.
1. The students come up with their own measurements or you can 
use the sheet that has the measurements or experiments filled in.  
2. These experiments can be done in a whole group or in a 
science or math center in a small group.

teacher page



teacher page
Suggestions: 
• Sometimes we test outside.  I 

have each student place their data 
sheet on a clipboard.

• Make sure your students spread 
out! Some kids haven’t ever 
flipped a water bottle, so they 
need to see the process. 

• I have students add water to their 
bottles, this helps them think about 
the water measurements and we 
conserve water!!! 

• I usually send an email home to 
parents, or a Remind asking 
students to bring in two water 
bottles.  Students can also team 
up.  



Test Bottle

1 2 3 4
Landed it! 

Yay!! 

Missed! 

Fraction 

Percentage 

Experiment #1 
Does the amount of water in the bottle make a 
difference when flipping it? 
You will be using one water bottle, but testing four different amounts 
of water in the bottle while flipping. 

Test 1

Test 2

Test 3

Test 4 

Test & Collect Data
Flip each test bottle  20 times. 
Use tally marks to record your 
data.  Then write a fraction and 
percentage based on your 
results. 

Predictions/ Hypothesis
I think _____ of water will be more
successful when flipping. 

Results
Test Bottle ________	with _______ml flipped the most successfully.  

Name:__________________
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Test Bottle

1 2 3 4
Landed it! 

Yay!! 

Missed! 

Fraction 

Percentage 

Experiment #1 
Does the amount of water in the bottle make a 
difference when flipping it? 
You will be using one water bottle, but testing four different amounts 
of water in the bottle while flipping. 

Test 1 100 mL
Test 2 120 mL
Test 3 170 mL
Test 4 200 mL

Test & Collect Data
Flip each test bottle  20 times. 
Use tally marks to record your 
data.  Then write a fraction and 
percentage based on your 
results. 

Predictions/ Hypothesis
I think _____ of water will be more
successful when flipping. 

Results
Test Bottle ________	with _______ml flipped the most successfully.

Name:__________________
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Water Amount



Take four different types water bottles and label them A, 
B, C, and D. Add the following amounts of water in each 
bottle: 

Bottle A 
Bottle B 
Bottle C
Bottle D 

Experiment #2 
Does the type of bottle make a difference when 
flipping it? 

Test & Collect Data
Flip each bottle 20 times and use tally marks to record your 
data.  Then write a fraction based on your results. 

Predictions/ 
Hypothesis

I think Bottle 
________ will be 
more successful 
when flipping. 

Name:__________________

Results:  Bottle ________ flipped the most successfully.  

Bottle A B C D
Landed it! 

Yay!! 

Missed! 

Fraction 

Percentage 
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Take four different water bottles and label them A, B, C, 
and D. Measure three inches from the bottom draw a line.  
Add the following to each bottle: 

Bottle A 
Bottle B 
Bottle C
Bottle D 

Experiment #3
Does the matter in a water in the bottle make a 
difference when flipping it? 

Test & Collect Data
Flip each bottle 20 times 
and use tally marks to 
record your data.  Then 
write a fraction based 
on your results. 

Predictions/ Hypothesis
I think Bottle ________ will 
be more successful when 
flipping. 

Results
Bottle ________ with _______ml flipped the most successfully.  

Name:__________________

Bottle A B C D
Landed it! 

Yay!! 

Missed! 

Fraction 

Percentage 
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Take four different water bottles and label them A, B, C, 
and D. Measure three inches from the bottom draw a line.  
Add the following to each bottle: 

Bottle A rice

Bottle B marbles

Bottle C Popcorn kernels 

Bottle D small pebbles

Experiment #3
Does the matter in a water bottle make a 
difference when flipping it?

Test & Collect Data
Flip each bottle 20 times 
and use tally marks to 
record your data.  
Then write a fraction based 
on your results. 

Predictions/ Hypothesis
I think Bottle ________ will 
be more successful when 
flipping. 

Results
Bottle ________ with _______ml flipped the most successfully.  

Name:__________________

Bottle A B C D
Landed it! 

Yay!! 

Missed! 

Fraction 

Percentage 
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Experiment #4
Does how you position yourself make a difference
when you are flipping a water bottle? 

Test & Collect Data
Flip each bottle 20 times and use tally marks to record your 
data.  Then write a fraction based on your results. 

Predictions/ Hypothesis
I think _____________will be more successful when flipping. 

Position Landed
it!

Didn’t Fraction Averages

Standing 

Sitting 

Kneeling 

Results
_________ was most successful when flipping my water bottle. 

Name:__________________
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Reflection: 



Water Bottle Flipping Challenge: After students have 
investigated the best ways to flip their bottles, as a 
class come up with the guidelines of the class 
challenge. 
How much water will each bottle have? 
(Will the class have the same amount or different?) 
What type of bottle will each student use? 
(same or different?) 
Will you allow for other materials in the water 
bottles? 
What position will students be in? (sitting, standing, 
or kneeling)

After your class comes up with the guidelines then 
students can start flipping their bottles and 
collecting their data.  

challenge

©LisaTaylorTeachingTheStars



Students Yes No Fraction

1. 

2. 

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

Class Results in Flips 
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Students Yes No Fraction

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

Class Results in Flips 
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What did you learn from your experiment?  

Name:_______________
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Water bottle flipping has become a huge trend for students all over 
the country and even the world. Students are spending time during 
lunch, recess, and other events flipping plastic bottles in a perfect 
arch to land it on its bottom or even better on its cap. The sound 
of water bottles constantly hitting the tables can drive even the 
most patient teacher or parent nuts. Some teachers have even 
banned students from flipping bottles at school.  In your opinion, 
do you think schools should ban water bottle flipping?

Name:__________________
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Water 
Bottle 

Challenge
Can you land 
your water 
bottle on its 
cap?

Water 
Bottle 

Challenge
Flip a water 
bottle ten times 
with your left 
hand and ten 
with your right 
hand.  Record 
your results.  

©LisaTaylorTeachingTheStars

Water 
Bottle 

Challenge
Flip a water 
bottle into a 
Solo Cup! 

Water 
Bottle 

Challenge
Flip a water 
bottle and 
land it on a 
chair.  



Water Bottle Flipping Challenge #2: After students 
have investigated the best ways to flip their bottles, 
you can set up another challenge.  Set up different 
challenges.  
1. Can you land it on the cap?
2. Can you land it in a Solo Cup?
3. Make different circles with different point values 

that students can add up. Students can      
compete for the top scores.  

If you get tired of all the thud sounds, there is a 
free app that your students can use! Students can 
still record their data from the app.  

There are also several videos that show students all 
over the world flipping bottles.  Students can create 
their own videos too! 

Add it up 
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If you liked this product, you 
might like these too!
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Just Click on the Covers to Check them Out!

https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/STEM-for-the-Entire-Year-Bundle-including-Beginning-of-the-Year-Activities-3833482
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/Project-Based-Learning-Bundle-4613988
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/Connecting-Great-Books-to-STEM-Challenges-Bundle-3750197
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/STEM-Take-Home-Challenges-Bundle-3891279
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/5th-Grade-Math-Centers-Bundle-2962854
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/STEM-for-the-Entire-Year-Bundle-includes-Beginning-of-the-Year-STEM-Activities-3042818
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/STEM-World-Famous-Landmarks-Challenge-Bundle-3794227
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/Winter-STEM-Sports-Challenges-Bundle-3610321
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/STEM-Sports-Bundle-3345216


Stay in the loop for classroom ideas, tips, and time saving 
ideas.  Click on the apple and follow my TPT store! All new 
products are 50% off the first 24 hours!  

Join STEM in the 
Elementary Classroom 
Facebook Group! 
A Free Group for Elementary 
Teachers who want to implement 
STEM into their classrooms!! We 
learn together! Share ideas! 

See STEM in action!! 
Click the pictures to follow!

*Be sure to tag in 
in your STEM photos!

https://www.facebook.com/groups/329684500778295/
https://twitter.com/lisataylorteach
https://lisataylorteachingthestars.com/
https://www.pinterest.com/taylorteaching/
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Store/Lisa-Taylor-Teaching-The-Stars
https://www.facebook.com/ltaylorteachingthestars/
https://www.instagram.com/teachingthestars/


Credits

I sincerely appreciate you 
stopping by Teaching the Stars! I 
hope you enjoy your product!  
You may blog or post about it on 
social media, but please don’t 
copy or share pages.  Please 
give credit by linking back to my 
blog or store. Thank you!  

Terms of Use 


